**No Bug Stuff**®

**Additive**

**Exterior Use**

In oil, latex, water/solvent systems

**Time Release Insect Repellent**

add to paints*stains*coatings

**“Green” Insect Repellent**

Active Ingredients:
- Citronella Oil 70%
- Cedarwood Oil 5%
- Rosemary Oil 5%
- Eugenol 3%
- Lemongrass Oil 2%
- Soap, Mineral Oil 15%

**Inerts:**
- Use eye protection and gloves

**Net Contents:** 16 fluid ounces

**Manufactured for**

CTA Products Group
1899 Kings Castle Dr.
Southaven, MS 38671
662-536-1446
OutlastProducts.com

For spill, leak or Medical Emergency call Infotrac:
800-535-5053

**FIRST AID**

If in eyes:
Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently flush with water for 15-20 minutes

If swallowed:
Give one or two glasses of water. Do not induce vomiting.

If on skin or clothing:
Wash exposed areas with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing and wash separately

If inhaled:
Remove from area of exposure.

**Storage and Disposal**

Store in closed containers between 50-120F. Keep away from excessive heat and sources of ignition. Store and use in well ventilated areas. Spill Cleanup Procedures: Cover with granular clay, sand or soda ash. Place in covered container and dispose of in accordance with current laws and regulations.

**CONTAINER DISPOSAL:** Do not reuse empty container. If empty: Offer for recycling if available or discard in a sanitary landfill. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

**PRECAUTIONS**
Keep out of lakes and streams or areas designated for commercial honey-bee farming. Product is toxic to fish. Avoid breathing vapors or spray mist. Harmful if swallowed. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Remove and wash contaminated clothing.

**For use in oil/solvent, latex and water based exterior paints, stains and coatings. Repels, carpenter bees, ants, cockroaches, lady bugs, dirt daubers, wasps, spiders, mosquitoes. Mix entire contents into a five gallon size bucket of paint or stain or add to multiples of one gallon sizes using markings on the label. (3.2 ounces of additive to each gallon of stain.) NBS 30 can also be mixed with water at the same rates and sprayed as needed when a natural temporary approach to insect control is desired.

Mix thoroughly and stir occasionally during use. Apply coating as otherwise directed on its label via spray, brush or roller. Existing tunnels and insect infestations MUST be eliminated prior to use. See technical bulletin for details.

**This product is soluble in commercial oil and water based paints and coatings.** Excellent results on decks, log homes and fences. Can be added to Water Sealers for concrete and brick applications. Note: Sheen will be flattened slightly in High Gloss coatings.

**NBS 30 is NOT SUITABLE** for use in the control or elimination of termites or other wood ingesting insects.
“Green” Insect Repellent
Repels insects with natural botanical ingredients
Derived from exempt plant oils and components
Mix with paints/stains (coatings) for “time release” performance
Mix with plain water for temporary insect relief
25b exempt pesticide.
Protected by U.S. Patents #7514102, #7858127

CTA Products Group represents that this product qualifies for exemption from registration under FIFRA.
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